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Juvenile	Nonfiction		
Timelines	from	Black	History:	Leaders,	Legends,	Legacies,	Dorling	Kindersley	
This children’s book, prefaced by Mireille Harper, introduces children to prominent Black 
people in history such as Frederick Douglass, Harriet Tubman, Nelson Mandela, Rosa Parks, 
and Dr. Martin Luther King; learn about more than 100 Black leaders and historical 
individuals, and discover the 30 timelines from throughout world history in this compelling 
children’s Black history book. Learn about Lewis Latimer and his integral contributions to the 
lightbulb, of how Ethiopia avoided colonization thanks to its brave queen, and many more 
important moments in world and Black history.	
 
Torpedoed:	The	True	Story	of	the	World	War	II	Sinking	of	“The	Children’s	Ship,”	
Deborah	Heligman	*2022	Caudill	List	
Amid the constant rain of German bombs and the escalating violence of World War II, British parents 
by the thousands chose to send their children out of the country: the wealthy, independently; the poor, 
through a government relocation program called CORB. In September 1940, passenger liner SS City 
of Benares set out in a convoy of nineteen ships sailing for Canada. On board were ninety CORB 
children, chaperones, and crew, along with paying passengers. When the war ships escorting the 
Benares to safe waters peeled off and the way forward seemed certain, a German submarine attacked 
and torpedoed the Benares. What followed is an amazing example of all that people are capable of—
the worst, and the best. 
	
Magic	Ramen:	The	Story	of	Momfuko	Ando,	Andrea	Wang,	art	by	Kana	
Urbanowicz		*2022	Monarch	List	
For years, Momfuko Ando dreamed about making a new kind of ramen noodle soup that 
was quick, convenient, and tasty for the hungry people he’d seen in line for a bowl on the 
black market following World War II. Peace follows from a full stomach, he believed. 
Every day, Momofuku Ando would retire to his lab—a little shed in his backyard. Day 
after day, Ando experimented. Night after night, he failed. But Ando kept experimenting. 
With persistence, creativity, and a little inspiration, Ando succeeded. This is the true 
story behind one of the world’s most popular foods. 	
	
Go	and	Do	Likewise:	The	Parables	and	Wisdom	of	Jesus,	retold	and	illustrated	
by	John	Hendrix		
Through parables of the good Samaritan and the prodigal son, the lost sheep and the 
beatitudes, Jesus taught his disciples the redeeming power of sacrificial love and showed 
mercy to everyone around him—especially the sick, the poor, and the downtrodden. 
Interweaving hand lettering with his signature, award-winning art style, Hendrix 
captures the spirit of Jesus’s timeless message that will resonate with readers of any 
Christian faith. 
 
Realistic	Fiction	
We	Dream	of	Space,	Erin	Entrada	Kelly	*2021	Newbery	Honor	Book	
Cash, Fitch, and Bird Thomas are three siblings in seventh grade together in Park, Delaware. In 1986, 
as the country waits expectantly for the launch of the Space Shuttle Challenger, they each struggle 
with their own personal anxieties. Cash, who loves basketball but has a newly broken wrist, is in 
danger of failing seventh grade for the second time. Fitch spends every afternoon playing Major 
Havoc at the arcade on Main. And Bird, his twelve-year-old twin, dreams of being NASA’s first 
female shuttle commander. The Thomas children exist in their own orbits, circling a tense and 
unpredictable household, with little in common except an enthusiastic science teacher named Ms. 
Salonga. As the launch of the Challenger approaches, Ms. Salonga gives her students a project; they 
are separated into spacecraft crews and must create and complete a mission. When the fated day 
finally arrives, it changes all of their lives and brings them together in unexpected ways. 



 
A	Place	to	Hang	the	Moon,	Kate	Albus	
It is 1940 and William, 12, Edmund, 11, and Anna, 9, aren’t terribly upset by the death of the not-so-
grandmotherly grandmother who has taken care of them since their parents died. But the children do 
need a guardian, and in the dark days of World War II London, those are in short supply, especially if 
they hope to stay together. Could the mass wartime evacuation of children from London to the 
countryside be the answer? It’s a preposterous plan, but off they go—keeping their predicament a 
secret, and hoping to be placed in a temporary home that ends up lasting forever. Moving from one 
billet to another, the children suffer the cruel trickery of foster brothers, the cold realities of outdoor 
toilets and the hollowness of empty stomachs. They find comfort in the village lending library, whose 
kind librarian, Nora Müller, seems an excellent choice of billet, except that her German husband’s 
whereabouts are currently unknown, and some of the villagers consider her unsuitable. A Place to Hang the Moon is a 
story about the dire importance of family—the one you’re given, and the one you choose. 
 
Pie	in	the	Sky,	Remy	Lai	*2022	Bluestem	List	
When Jingwen moves to a new country, he feels like he’s landed on Mars. School is torture, making 
friends is impossible since he doesn’t speak English, and he’s often stuck looking after his (extremely 
irritating) little brother, Yanghao. To distract himself from the loneliness, Jingwen daydreams about 
making all the cakes on the menu of Pie in the Sky, the bakery his father had planned to open before he 
unexpectedly passed away. The only problem is his mother has laid down one major rule: the brothers 
are not to use the oven while she’s at work. As Jingwen and Yanghao bake elaborate cakes, they’ll have 
to cook up elaborate excuses to keep the cake making a secret from Mama. In her hilarious, moving 
middle-grade debut, Remy Lai delivers a scrumptious combination of vibrant graphic art and pitch-
perfect writing that will appeal to fans of Shannon Hale and LeUyen Pham’s Real Friends, Kelly 
Yang’s Front Desk, and Jerry Craft’s New Kid. 
 
The	Vanderbeekers	of	141st	Street,	Karina	Yan	Glaser	*2022	Bluestem	List	
In this delightful and heartwarming throwback to the big-family novels of yesteryear, a large biracial 
family might lose their beloved brownstone home, but win it back with an all-out charm offensive." 
The Vanderbeekers have always lived in the brownstone on 141st Street. It’s practically another 
member of the family. So when their reclusive, curmudgeonly landlord decides not to renew their lease, 
the five siblings have eleven days to do whatever it takes to stay in their beloved home and convince 
the dreaded Beiderman just how wonderful they are. And all is fair in love and war when it comes to 
keeping their home. 
 
	
Fantasy/Science	Fiction			
Bridge	of	Souls,	City	of	Ghosts	#3,	Victoria	Schwab	*2022	Caudill	List	
The third installment of Victoria Schwab’s thrillingly spooky City of Ghosts series invites readers to 
haunted New Orleans! Where there are ghosts, Cassidy Blake follows . . . Unless it’s the other way 
around? Cass thinks she might have this ghost-hunting thing down. After all, she and her ghost best 
friend, Jacob, have survived two haunted cities while traveling for her parents’ TV show. But nothing 
can prepare Cass for New Orleans, which wears all of its hauntings on its sleeve. In a city of ghost tours 
and tombs, raucous music and all kinds of magic, Cass could get lost in all the colorful, grisly local 
legends. And the city’s biggest surprise is a foe Cass never expected to face: a servant of Death itself. 
	
One	Jar	of	Magic,	Corey	Ann	Haydu	
Rose Alice Anders learns magic can’t fix everything, despite what her father has always told her. The 
daughter of the most magical man in town, Rose is destined to follow in his footsteps. When she turns 
12, she can finally join the rest of her community and participate in the annual capturing of magic on 
New Year’s Day. But when the day arrives, she only manages to catch one measly jar of magic. Her 
father is furious, and to make things worse, her relationship with her best friend is falling apart. Rose 
feels like an utter failure until she learns that some people are “Not Meant for Magic,” an option she 
never knew existed. As she begins to question who she’s truly meant to be, she also starts to 
acknowledge the painful truth about her father. . . . Affecting and unforgettable.  –Kirkus Reviews 



A	Wish	in	the	Dark,	Christina	Soontornvat 
A boy on the run. A girl determined to find him. A compelling fantasy looks at issues of privilege, 
protest, and justice. All light in Chattana is created by one man— the Governor, who appeared after 
the Great Fire to bring peace and order to the city. For Pong, who was born in Namwon Prison, the 
magical lights represent freedom, and he dreams of the day he will be able to walk among them. But 
when Pong escapes from prison, he realizes that the world outside is no fairer than the one behind 
bars. The wealthy dine and dance under bright orb light, while the poor toil away in darkness. Worst 
of all, Pong’s prison tattoo marks him as a fugitive who can never be truly free. Nok, the prison 
warden’s perfect daughter, is bent on tracking Pong down and restoring her family’s good name. But 
as Nok hunts Pong through the alleys and canals of Chattana, she uncovers secrets that make her question the truths she 
has always held dear. Set in a Thai-inspired fantasy world, Christina Soontornvat’s twist on Victor Hugo’s Les Misérables 
is a dazzling, fast-paced adventure that explores the difference between law and justice—and asks whether one child can 
shine a light in the dark. 
 
Graphic	Novels	
They	Called	Us	Enemy,	George	Takei, Justin	Eisinger	&	Steven	Scott,	art	by	Harmony	
Becker	*2022	Caudill	List	
George Takei has captured hearts and minds worldwide with his magnetic performances, sharp wit, 
and outspoken commitment to equal rights. But long before he braved new frontiers in Star Trek, he 
woke up as a four-year-old boy to find his own birth country at war with his father’s—and their entire 
family forced from their home into an uncertain future. In 1942, at the order of President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, every person of Japanese descent on the west coast was rounded up and shipped to one of 
ten "relocation centers," hundreds or thousands of miles from home, where they would be held for 
years under armed guard. They Called Us Enemy is Takei’s firsthand account of those years behind barbed wire, the 
terrors and small joys of childhood in the shadow of legalized racism, his mother’s hard choices, his father’s tested faith in 
democracy, and the way those experiences planted the seeds for his astonishing future. What does it mean to be 
American? Who gets to decide? When the world is against you, what can one person do? 
 
Allergic,	Megan	Wagner	Lloyd,	art	by	Michelle	Mee	Nutter 
At home, Maggie is the odd one out. Her parents are preoccupied with getting ready for a new baby, 
and her younger brothers are twins and always in their own world. Maggie loves animals and thinks a 
new puppy to call her own is the answer, but when she goes to select one on her birthday, she breaks 
out in hives and rashes. She’s severely allergic to anything with fur! Can Maggie outsmart her allergies 
and find the perfect pet?  
 
Easy	Readers/Beginning	Chapter	Books	 
Beneath	the	Bed	and	Other	Scary	Stories,	Mr.	Shivers	#1,		

Max	Brallier,	illustrated	by	Letizia	Rubegni	
Shadow	in	the	Woods	and	Other	Scary	Stories,	Mr.	Shivers	#2,		

Max	Brallier,	illustrated	by	Letizia	Rubegni  
The	Doll	in	the	Hall	and	Other	Scary	Stories,	Mr.	Shivers	#3,		

Max	Brallier,	illustrated	by	Letizia	Rubegni  
Dive into these spooky stories from New York Times bestselling author Max Brallier, perfect for 
beginning readers! What is hiding under the bed? What is making that strange sound in the 
woods? Who is that sitting in the hallway? These five spine-chilling stories will have beginning 
readers everywhere begging to stay up late to read (with the light on!). With authentically scary, 
easy-to-read text and creepy, full-color artwork throughout, this book is perfect for young 
children who crave lite scares.  
	
Picture	Books		
Our	Little	Kitchen,	Jillian	Tamaki	
Tie on your apron! Roll up your sleeves! Pans are out, oven is hot, the kitchen’s all ready! 
Where do we start? In this lively, rousing picture book from Caldecott Honoree Jillian 
Tamaki, a crew of resourceful neighbors comes together to prepare a meal for their 



community. With a garden full of produce, a joyfully chaotic kitchen, and a friendly meal shared at the table, Our Little 
Kitchen is a celebration of full bellies and looking out for one another. Bonus materials include a recipe and an author’s 
note about the volunteering experience that inspired the book.  
	
The	Very	Impatient	Caterpillar,	Ross	Burach		*2022	Monarch	List	
When an inquisitive caterpillar sees a bunch of his friends climb up a tree, he questions their 
unusual behavior. They explain that it is time to "metamorphosize." Using dialogue, Burach 
concisely walks readers through the metamorphosis process, following a repeating question and 
answer formula. At each stage, the clueless caterpillar asks the others what is going on, pretends 
to have known all along with a "Right. Right," and then proceeds to demonstrate a total lack of 
patience. Unsurprisingly, his first attempt ends in failure, thus causing the impetus for an inner 
change, which brings about the outer one. —School Library Journal 
 
Hair	Love,	Matthew	A.	Cherry,	art	by	Vashti	Harrison		*2022	Monarch	List	
A tie-in to Academy-Award Winning Short Film "Hair Love" Zuri’s hair has a mind of its 
own. It kinks, coils, and curls every which way. Zuri knows it’s beautiful. When Daddy steps in 
to style it for an extra special occasion, he has a lot to learn. But he LOVES his Zuri, and he’ll 
do anything to make her—and her hair—happy. Tender and empowering, Hair Love is an ode to 
loving your natural hair—and a celebration of daddies and daughters everywhere.  
"I love that Hair Love is highlighting the relationship between a Black father and daughter. 
Matthew leads the ranks of new creatives who are telling unique stories of the Black 
experience. We need this." — Jordan Peele, Actor & Filmmaker 
	
The	Camping	Trip,	Jennifer	K.	Mann		*2022	Monarch	List	
Ernestine has never been camping before, but she’s sure it will be lots of fun . . . won’t it? When 
her aunt Jackie invites her to go camping with her and her cousin Samantha, Ernestine is beyond 
excited. She follows the packing list carefully (new sleeping bag! new flashlight! special trail mix 
made with Dad!) so she knows she is ready when the weekend arrives. But she quickly realizes 
that nothing could have prepared her for how hard it is to set up a tent, never mind fall asleep in it, 
or that swimming in a lake means that there will be fish—eep! Will Ernestine be able to enjoy the 
wilderness, or will it prove to be a bit too far out of her comfort zone? 
	
When	Grandma	Gives	You	a	Lemon	Tree,	Jamie	L.	B.	Deenihan,	art	by	Lorraine	Rocha		
*2022	Monarch	List	
In this imaginative take on that popular saying, a child is surprised (and disappointed) to receive a 
lemon tree from Grandma for her birthday. After all, she DID ask for a new gadget! But when she 
follows the narrator’s careful—and funny—instructions, she discovers that the tree might be 
exactly what she wanted after all. This clever story, complete with a recipe for lemonade, 
celebrates the pleasures of patience, hard work, nature, community . . . and putting down the 
electronic devices just for a while.  

	
The	Proudest	Blue:	A	Story	of	Hijab	and	Family,	Ibtihaj	Muhammad	&	S.	K.	Ali,	
illustrated	by	Hatem	Aly		*2022	Monarch	List	
A powerful, vibrantly illustrated story about the first day of school—and two sisters on one’s 
first day of hijab—by Olympic medalist and social justice activist Ibtihaj Muhammad. With 
her new backpack and light-up shoes, Faizah knows the first day of school is going to be 
special. It’s the start of a brand new year and, best of all, it’s her older sister Asiya’s first day 
of hijab—a hijab of beautiful blue fabric, like the ocean waving to the sky. But not everyone 
sees hijab as beautiful, and in the face of hurtful, confusing words, Faizah will find new ways 
to be strong. 
 
 


